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Abstract: Under the background of economic transition, social transformation, cultural conversion and governmen-

tal public service function intensification in China, the provision of sports public services in China is importantly 

urgent and realistic. Today, sports public services in china have such problems as insufficient total volume, unbal-

anced structure, undiversified provision mode, unsmooth running mechanism etc., so we should stick to the princi-

ple of “guided by the government, configured based on the market, participated in by organizations, benefited by the 

public”. Sports public services in China can be divided based on such 4 areas as social sports, competitive sports, 

sports cultures and sports industries, coupled with administrative services, social services and business services, 

provided by comprehensively applying such modes as governmental services, intergovernmental agreements, con-

tracts, franchised businesses, allowances (subsidies) etc. Sports public services in China will show such develop-

ment trends as becoming legalized, market orientated, democratized, open and diversified, to which we should make 

the following wise responses: work out a strategic plan for the equalization of basic sports public services nation-

wide; reform and perfect the financial system of public services; build a government basic sports public service 

performance evaluation system; establish a mechanism of multiparty participation in basic sports public services; set 

up a complete legal system for basic sports public services. 
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